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 3 
Introduction 
The success of the State of Israel over the last seventy years has in part stemmed from the 
nation’s scientifically driven identity.  Israel’s scientific mindset goes back to the days of the first 
Jewish settlers arriving in Palestine in the nineteenth century. The survival of the society that 
they were striving to create rested on their ability to develop ways of cultivating the land’s harsh 
soil and clearing away the malaria-filled swamps that claimed the lives of many of their loved 
ones. The emerging Israeli society came to value progress in all fields of science and technology 
from medicine to aeronautical engineering to nuclear power. While Israel was engaging in work 
in a large variety of areas, like many other states it became intrigued with space exploration. In 
the 1980s the Israel Space Agency (ISA) was formed and almost immediately Israel began 
working with the United States to design various experiments to be conducted in orbit. In the 
following decade, the two nations decided to take their partnership a step further with the 
announcement that an Israeli astronaut would visit interplanetary space for the first time on one 
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)’s upcoming missions.1 The 
following year, Israel selected the highly skilled air force colonel, Ilan Ramon to be the first 
Israeli astronaut. 
Excitement is a common way for a nation to feel upon the announcement that one of their 
countrymen will be becoming an astronaut for the first time, for it is a thrilling event does not 
happen every day. The enthusiasm felt by Israelis following Ramon’s selection stems from more 
than just the typical specialness of a nation’s first trip into space. For Israel, the announcement 
that an Israeli was going to the stars offered the country an escape from its dire geopolitical 
situation, which is what the government was likely hoping for. In the years leading up to the 
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decision, Israelis had experienced what would come to be known as the First Intifada and had 
witnessed their prime minister, Yitzchak Rabin assassinated at a peace rally, which led to the 
collapse to what many felt was the beginning stages of peace with the Palestinians. Even 
following the announcement, Israel found itself facing many perils throughout the late 1990s and 
early 2000s as the Second Intifada erupted.  
During the course of Ramon’s training for his upcoming NASA mission, the Israeli 
media constantly gave updates on his status. Such an action worked in a way to remind the 
Israeli public of Ramon’s activities. It is likely that had it not been for the press’s efforts to 
carefully document the astronaut’s journey, Israel would not have paid as close attention to it 
until it drew much closer to the actual launch date as was the case in the United States regarding 
most shuttle missions by this time. This constant coverage caused many citizens in the State of 
Israel to feel a connection with Col. Ramon and his family as they felt they were given a window 
into their lives and watched them grow over the years. When the day of the launch finally came 
in January 2003, the news anchors began their broadcasts exclaiming how the news was positive 
for once while newspapers proudly featured Ramon’s official NASA portrait on their front 
pages. It would have been difficult to escape the news discussing Ramon’s activities on board the 
space shuttle Columbia during its two-week mission.  
When Columbia began to make its reentry into Earth’s atmosphere on February 1, 2003, 
countless Israelis excitedly watched with the assumption that they would soon be celebrating the 
return of their country’s first astronaut. However, less than twenty minutes before the shuttle was 
due to land in Florida, it exploded over Texas killing its entire crew, including Ramon, leaving 
an emotional blow to the country who had had the mission’s importance built up for them in the 
years preceding the launch. In the coming months, the Israeli media, as well as Jewish media in 
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the Diaspora, released articles after articles about how Ramon’s death was a devastating loss for 
Israel and Jewish people across the world. However, while Ramon’s untimely demise has been a 
source of heartache for many, the goal of preserving his memory has had some positive 
consequences for Israel as organizations such as the Ramon Foundation and the Israel Space 
Agency have worked tiredly to get more Israeli youths motivated to pursue all kinds of careers in 
science.  
Chapter I: The Background of Scientific Innovation in Israel 
 The story of Ilan Ramon’s legacy begins long before his birth in Tel Aviv in 1954, but 
rather with the arrival of the first Jewish settlers to Palestine.2 Science has been fundamental to 
the establishment and continued survival of the State of Israel since the days when it existed only 
in the dreams of the first Zionist thinkers. The minds of the Zionist thinkers such as Theodor 
Herzl understood that in order to make their dream of the Jews returning to the Land of Israel a 
reality they would have to take significant steps to revitalize the land. When the first pioneers 
began immigrating to Palestine in the latter half of the nineteenth century the land was quite 
desolate and filled with diseases.3 The Arab residents who often worked as tenant farmers had 
preferred to work the lands in hilly regions, which tended to be more nutrient-rich and free of 
disease.4 It was not always an option to buy that land depending on who exactly owned it and the 
condition of the remaining land seemed so hopeless that many of the first pioneers to Palestine 
actually returned to their European homelands.5 Some of the immigrants did not back away from 
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the challenge, however, and over the next several decades leading up to the founding of the State 
of Israel, they worked hard to create the building blocks of a thriving society.  
 The early pioneers realized that agriculture was the key to making the Jewish state a 
reality, for few societies can be successful without an agricultural sector. Developing the 
agricultural industry would also provide a way to boost the economy of the emerging society. 
Many of these early pioneers, however, had not been involved with agriculture before they made 
aliyah, the Hebrew term for immigrating to the Land of Israel, so they had to learn quickly. 
These first years were marked by intense hardship. Not only was the land less than ideal for 
many crops that the settlers wished to cultivate, but many of them lacked the agricultural 
background initially to figure out potential solutions to the problem.6 They understood though 
that it was possible to learn the ways of the land with practice and education. Over the next few 
decades, Jewish settlers would train themselves for agricultural work in various ways such as by 
traveling to agricultural schools in Europe or by helping to open schools in the Land of Israel. It 
is important to understand that while the future of a growing Jewish community in the Land of 
Israel depended on the success of the rural agricultural communities, there was another 
motivation for working to become successful farmers: anti-Semitism in Europe. One of the 
prominent anti-Semitic notions of the time, which was also popular among Enlightenment 
thinkers was that in economic terms Jews were unproductive and it would be better for them to 
shift towards agricultural occupations rather than ones based in commerce.7 The Zionist settlers 
wanted to prove wrong the stereotype of Jews as economically unproductive.  
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 In the 1870s, many philanthropic French Jews began funding the efforts of settlers in 
Palestine to learn conventional farming techniques by establishing vocational schools.8 The first 
of these schools was Mikve Yisra’el, which was created by the Alliance Israélite Universelle 
(AIU).9 The AIU was a French organization founded in 1860 in order to promote solidarity 
amongst world Jewry, and it strived to aid Jews in crisis across the globe.10 It was not a Zionist 
organization per se; it was simply a Jewish organization. To AIU the establishment of Mikve 
Yisra’el was simply another way of aiding fellow Jews in need. Schools such as Mikve Yisra’el 
proved to be very helpful in educating the younger settlers to produce agricultural products such 
as citrus fruits, which began to flourish.11 Nonetheless, many of the settlers of the First Aliyah 
found themselves unable to handle the stress of the pioneer life and thus returned to Europe. 
However, a new wave of young immigrants with a more deeply ingrained notion of the laborer 
arrived at the turn of the twentieth century and increased agricultural development.12 
 The start of the new century saw settlers to the Land of Israel who were able to withstand 
the tests of the land in higher numbers. The Jewish community, or Yishuv, was becoming much 
better-established in both rural and urban centers. More scientists were arriving in the land, such 
as Aaron Aaronsohn, Otto Warlburg, and Isaac Elazari-Volcani, which proved to be quite 
beneficial for agricultural innovation. Aaronsohn, the head of one of the first agricultural 
research centers, was responsible for discovering wild wheat growing in the Upper Galilee, 
which enabled researchers such as himself to have a better understanding of the conditions 
needed to cultivate wheat.13 Wheat production is crucial for food supply, and all countries need 
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to have some kind of access to it. Warlburg and Elazari-Volcani rose to prominence in the 1910s 
conducting various experiments on their training farm in Ben-Shemen, and eventually, they 
would go on to found the Institute for Agricultural and Natural Sciences with the help of the 
Zionist Organization of America in 1921.14 Several universities also began to open their doors at 
this time as well including the Technion, which would go on to become one of the leading 
institutions of science and technology in Israel. The institution immediately began offering 
courses in agricultural engineering.15 Its research was studied intensely by members of Israel’s 
numerous kibbutzim and was used in their fields to produce greater crop yields.16 In general, 
these kinds of organizations would prove valuable for Israeli society for years to come, for there 
are ways still in which the land could be more efficiently used. 
 It is important to keep in mind the role of collective memory and how it shaped their 
narrative about the Land of Israel when discussing the Zionists pioneers, specifically around the 
ancient fortress Masada. Following the Jewish revolt against the Romans in 70 C.E. and the fall 
of Jerusalem, Masada was the last outpost held by Jewish rebels.17 According to the Jewish 
historian Josephus who wrote the only known ancient account of the event when the fortress 
became besieged by the Romans, the Jewish men decided to kill their families and then 
themselves in order to avoid being captured by the Romans.18 The tale resonated with many of 
the Zionist pioneers as they felt that it was evidence of their people’s connection to the land as 
well as believing that the message of “suicide before surrender” was one that they could stand 
behind.19 Due to this deep connection, Masada became a popular pilgrimage site despite its 
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isolated location in the desert though throughout the coming decades it became increasingly 
accessible.20 The tragic elements have pretty much been erased from the memory of Masada and 
the story has been twisted to fit the desired narrative. As Yael Zerubavel explains, the event is 
actually sort of un-Jewish in nature given that religious texts emphasize the importance of 
preferring death over harming one’s enemy whereas the common narrative around Masada is that 
the rebels had been fighting the Romans.21 However, Josephus actually makes no mention of 
whether or not there had been fighting between the Roman troops and Jewish rebels. The case of 
Masada shows how sometimes it is a more encouraging (even if it is also problematic) message 
that is taken out of tragic events in time rather it becoming solely a memory of sadness.  
 After the State of Israel was established in May 1948, the young country found its 
scientific curiosity expanding outside of its agricultural roots, which was important to do in order 
for the society to advance. It can be argued that scientific innovation is one of the key factors 
essential to the survival of the State of Israel. Throughout much of its existence, Israel has found 
itself either in a state of war or on the brink of war, which has greatly influenced the country’s 
innovative needs. For example, Israel’s first prime minister, David Ben-Gurion along with his 
assistant Shimon Peres strongly believed that their young country needed to have a strong 
presence in the sky in order to maintain any significant defense superiority in such a hostile 
region.22 They contracted the American engineer, Al Schwimmer to head Bedek Aviation (later 
Israel Aircraft Industries) and design aircraft to be used by the Israeli Air Force throughout the 
1960s and 1970s.23 The early designs were not as widely received as Schwimmer would have 
hoped for, but they nonetheless displayed Israel’s determination to make its own technological 
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breakthroughs. Israel also throughout the 1970 and 1980s made several advancements in the field 
of medicine. This included some of the early work on developing artificial organs as well as 
artificial blood to minimize the risks related to blood transfusions.24 Israelis researchers also 
looked into better understand why victims who have been crushed by debris are at such a high 
risk of kidney failure.25 Medical advancements such as these were able to improve how doctors 
throughout the world treated their patients.  
 A state by no means has to be a leader in space exploration or even engage in space 
exploration to prove its tenacity for scientific innovation. France for one is a prime example of a 
world leader that does not possess a significant space program of its own, however, it has taken 
on various successful scientific and technological projects over the last century. To begin with, 
France is one of the leading countries in nuclear power both to fulfill their own energy needs and 
in the use of weapons.26 As of 2016, 72 percent of France’s energy needs, making it one of the 
few countries in the world that gets a majority of its power from nuclear power.27,28 The French 
also gained recognition made in their development of high-speed airplanes such as the Concorde, 
which while it was not a commercial success due to its tradeoffs for speed, it was viewed as quite 
the engineering achievement being able to travel from Paris to New York in three hours less than 
the average jet.29 Michael Bess explains that all states are engaged in a sort of technological 
Darwinism in which states are constantly competing with each other to become as strong and 
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independent as possible to avoid being dominated by others.30 This idea of striving to be 
independent is one of the reasons that many countries choose to have space programs even if 
they are significantly smaller than NASA. It puts a state in charge of its own space-related 
activities such as the launching of satellites that it may use for a variety of purposes from 
defense, to navigation, to telecommunications. For countries such as France and Israel, this is 
one of their main focuses of their space programs.31 ,32 Their space agencies serve as a way to 
lessen their dependence on other states for their survival. 
 By the 1980s Israel was beginning to set its sights on exploring the famed “final frontier” 
that was space. In the early part of the decade the country established the Israel Space Agency, 
which is under the administration of the Ministry of Science, Technology, and Space.33 While 
Israel was not as big of a player in the space industry as the United States or the Soviet Union, it 
was still one of the first countries in the world to launch its own satellites into space.34 Space 
exploration was sought after by Israelis, and in a way, it really fit into the Zionist ideology of the 
early years. In his work, The Jewish State, Theodor Herzl discussed how a Jewish state must be 
settled “in accordance with scientific principles” in order to prevent logistical nightmares such as 
with the California Gold Rush.35 To Herzl, the success of a Jewish state depended upon its 
commitment to scientific innovation. It must also be noted that part of the goal of Zionism was to 
make to the Jewish nation equal in the family of nations.36 Given that space exploration is one of 
the ways in which a modern nation can prove its scientific capabilities, becoming more active in 
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this field provided a way to fulfill this goal. By working to develop a successful space program, 
Israel would be able to show that it was just as capable as any of the world’s other nations. 
However, Israel lacked the resources to develop a program that could even begin to come 
close to the scope of the American and Soviet programs. The former president of the Technion 
agreed with such a sentiment, but he did feel that Israel had to start doing some work in the field 
because the world as a whole was heading in that direction and Israel could not afford to fall 
behind.37 It was during this period that the ISA and NASA first began working together. A 
project headed by Jacob Ishay, an entomologist at Tel Aviv University, was designed to look at 
the impact of zero-gravity on hornets in space in order to learn how to improve the well-being of 
astronauts in future space missions.38 In the following decade, though, Israel would find itself 
longing for bigger opportunities when it came to exploring the heavens.  
Chapter II: An Israeli Goes into Space  
Ever since the launch of Sputnik in 1957 by the Soviet Union, many of the world’s 
nations have been striving to make their name in the arena of space exploration. Space 
exploration has become one of the paths in which a nation can display its tenacity for scientific 
innovation, a quality that is very much valued in today’s ever progressing world. This is not to 
say that space exploration is the only way for a nation to proclaim to the world its ability for 
scientific advancement. Not at all, for there are countless avenues for nations to engage in this 
such as France’s research on the Concord.39 France does not possess a big space program Space 
exploration is simply one way in which a nation may decide to display its potential in science. As 
a result, several nations have created their own space programs in recent years even if they do 
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not necessarily have the resources to do so. These programs typically do not make any major 
scientific discoveries, but they nonetheless provide a sense of pride for their countries.  Two of 
the world’s biggest space powers, Russia and the United States, have taken representatives from 
these nations as well as others on missions into space. This began as a Cold War technique when 
the Soviet Union was still in existence; it was aimed at gaining more allies around the world. 
This taking people from other countries into space has continued, however, since the end of the 
Cold War, because it provides the major powers with a way to gain and maintain relationships 
with other countries. The United States, for instance, in 1985 sent a member of the Saudi royal 
family, Sultan Salman Abdulaziz Al-Saud, on a flight with the crew of the shuttle Discovery 
when a communications satellite was being launched for his country.40 These individuals are 
typically referred to as the “payload specialists”, with some being more qualified than others.41,42  
 The United States has had a close relationship with the State of Israel since the latter’s 
founding in 1948, and to many, it seemed only natural that one day one of these payload 
specialists would be from the Jewish state.43 In 1995, Jeremy Issacharoff who was at the time 
working as a political counselor at the Israeli Embassy in the United States, one day took his 
young son to visit the National Air and Space Museum.44 His child questioned his father about 
the lack of any Israeli astronauts while looking at a display about the shuttle program, which 
prompted Issacharoff to bring the idea up to the then Israeli ambassador, Itamar Rabinovich.45 
The ambassador liked the idea, and it was eventually approved by the United States and Israel, 
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with their respective space agencies signing an official agreement in the following year. Unlike 
with previous missions involving payload specialists from other countries, there was a strong 
desire for this mission to be more scientifically focused, with the representative playing a crucial 
role. NASA and the ISA decided that during the mission they would run the Mediterranean 
Israeli Dust Experiment (MEIDEX), which had been proposed by Tel Aviv University.46  
The question remained as to who would be the one to represent the State of Israel in 
space. Israel had no shortage of people who wished to apply for the opportunity, but it did not 
have the resources to conduct an extensive nationwide search. Instead, the country opted for 
another approach to making its decision. The Israel Air Force (IAF) was told to select who it 
believed to be among its best while possessing some sort of background in science or 
engineering, so the payload specialist would have the know-how to conduct the MEIDEX.47 In 
1997 the IAF made their decision: Colonel Ilan Ramon. Ramon was the head of IAF’s weapons 
development and acquisition, a skilled fighter pilot who had earned a degree in electronics and 
computer engineering from Tel Aviv University in 1987.48 ,49 During the course of his career in 
the IAF, Ramon had over 4,000 flight hours under his belt and had served as deputy squadron 
commander and later as squadron commander.50 After serving as the squadron commander of the 
F-16 Squadron, he became the head of the Aircraft Branch in the Operations Requirement 
Department, where he remained until his promotion to colonel in 1994 and took a subsequent job 
in weapons development.51 His resume went above and beyond the qualifications that NASA and 
the ISA were looking for in a candidate. Ramon eagerly accepted the offer to become an 
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astronaut once he realized it was serious and not just some joke. The prospect of an Israeli 
astronaut was so far from the country’s mind that the term in Israel for astronaut was more 
commonly used to refer to someone with their head in the clouds and thus not something to be 
taken seriously, leading to Ramon believing some people were just playing a prank on him when 
he first received the call.52  
Ilan Ramon was already somewhat of a hero in Israel before he was selected to be its first 
astronaut because of his history in the air force. He had served in the Yom Kippur War in 1973, 
and eight years later took part in the bombing raids on the nuclear reactor that was being built in 
Baghdad.53 Israel is a country that has been at war or on the verge of war since the day it was 
founded. This reality has caused Israel to develop a strong military because its ability to defend 
itself truly hinges a lot of the time on its success in the battlefield. The military plays a much 
more significant role in its citizens’ lives than in most countries throughout the world. Most 
citizens of countries such as the United States possess at least a certain amount of respect for 
their armed forces and may know someone who serves, but in Israel, it is much different. Nearly 
everyone is drafted into the Israel Defense Force after they graduate from high school: for two 
years if they are female, and for three years if they are male.54 Asking one where they served in 
the military is just as much an introductory question as asking where someone was born because 
it is such a shared experience. Exemplary military service is highly valued by most Israelis, so 
Ramon’s outstanding record had put him in good standing with his fellow countrymen. After the 
Columbia disaster, his former colleagues explained that Ramon’s service went beyond the public 
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knowledge at the time and likely his complete resume will not be known for several years to 
come.55 
It is not uncommon for a country’s first wave of astronauts to be widely celebrated no 
matter what the political situation in the country is at that moment.  Take for instance, the United 
States during the 1960s when the space program was in its early days and only had a handful of 
astronauts. While not all of these early explorers are as commonly remembered today as others, 
some of maintained a deep place in the American consciousness over the decades. Figures such 
as John Glenn, Buzz Aldrin, and Neil Armstrong became household names during the course of 
their missions in space. Part of the reasons that these particular former astronauts have been 
widely remembered is because of their association with “firsts”. Glenn was the first person to 
orbit Earth while Armstrong and Aldrin were the first two people to walk on the moon.56 ,57 
Aldrin and Glenn continued to stay in the public spotlight following their careers at NASA 
undoubtedly keeping them in the minds of many Americans. Armstrong, on the other hand, 
opted to live a quiet life following his tenure in order to prevent casting a negative light on 
NASA if he ever were to get into trouble since he recognized that he was a representative of the 
space program to the public.58  
In a way, there were many parallels between Neil Armstrong and Ilan Ramon in 
particular. Both men had exemplary military service in the air force, both possessed backgrounds 
in engineering, both were notable firsts in space exploration, and both had a deep sense of 
humility for their position in the minds of their respective societies.59 Armstrong’s quiet lifestyle 
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following his NASA years in order to preserve the agency’s integrity and decision not to pursue 
a political career as was the case with some of his contemporaries earned him a great deal of 
respect from journalists.60 It is likely that taking up politics could have been an easy career move 
for Armstrong given his name was well recognized and he was very much respected by the 
American public instead he opted for a career as an engineering professor.61 He did occasionally 
testify in front of the U.S. Congress about the importance of the government continuing to fund 
space exploration, but for the most part, he stayed away from the public’s eye.62 Similarly, as 
will be explored later on, Ilan Ramon often acted very humble about his role as Israel’s first 
astronaut and was quite aware that he was a representative of both Israel and world Jewry. While 
he was frequently giving interviews during his time at NASA, it is impossible to know how often 
he would have done so upon departing from the space agency, but he did not seem to desire a 
continued sense of fame. According to his family, Ramon hoped to spend his post-NASA 
advocating for science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education, not too far 
off from Armstrong testifying for continued space exploration.63 
Ramon believed that one of the reasons that he was becoming an important figure in 
Israel leading up to his mission was not just not the fact that he was going to be its first astronaut, 
but also that his background was very symbolic of the country’s background as a whole. His 
mother was a Holocaust survivor and his father had served in the Israeli War of Independence.64 
These events are considered to be crucial in the development of the identity of Israeli Jews as 
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well as the identity of Jews living in the Diaspora. Zionism had already been a growing 
movement before the rise of Nazi Germany, but after the Holocaust and the death of six million 
Jews, more members of the Jewish community came to the conclusion that the only way to 
guarantee their freedom would be to establish their own state.65 Two years after the end of the 
Holocaust, the United Nations voted to partition Mandate Palestine into two states-one Arab and 
one Jewish-in part as a solution to the refugee crisis in Europe and in part because of the guilt 
felt by the international community.66 Roughly six months later Israel formally declared its 
independence, and the country almost immediately had war declared upon it by its Arab 
neighboring nations. Over the next several months Israel found itself locked in a conflict on all 
of its borders, which resulted in the death of one percent of its population.67 One percent does not 
necessarily sound like that much, but it would be the equivalent of 3.2 million Americans being 
killed today. Such a traumatic loss would surely be felt throughout the country for decades to 
come.  
 With these cultural effects of the Holocaust and the Israeli War of Independence in mind, 
Ramon was a symbol of what the country had overcome, especially combined with his birth in 
the State of Israel. He himself once stated he was proof “for the whole Israeli people, that 
whatever we fought for and we’ve been going through in the last century, or maybe in the last 
two thousand years, is becoming true”.68 Indeed, the hardships of the Jewish people go back way 
before the Holocaust as they have survived the Spanish Inquisition, the destruction of entire 
Jewish communities during the Crusades, and pogroms in the Russian Empire, just to name a 
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few of the extreme acts of anti-Semitism committed throughout the centuries in Europe alone69. 
The Holocaust in particular, though, had a significant impact on Ramon because of his mother’s 
having survived Auschwitz. Many of his other family members from her side ended up dying in 
the camps.70 Yad Vashem explained that Ramon contacted them before his shuttle mission 
asking if there was any artifact from the Holocaust that he could take with him into space with 
the museum, eventually selecting a drawing called “Moon Landscape” to accompany him.71 A 
fitting title for the journey that the picture was about to make. The drawing had been done by 
fourteen-year-old Petr Ginz in the Theresienstadt ghetto; to him, it represented a place where he 
could look at the Earth away from the horrors of Nazi Germany.72 Ginz himself did not survive 
the Holocaust.  
 “Moon Landscape” was not the only Holocaust-related item that Ilan Ramon chose to 
bring with him on the Columbia mission. A small Sefer Torah scroll also made the journey into 
space. Ramon had first come across the scroll when working on an experiment design for the 
mission with a colleague, physicist Joachim Joseph, a Holocaust survivor. Joseph had been 
giving the scroll in the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp by Rabbi Simon Dasberg following a 
secret a Bar-Mitzvah ceremony for him.73 Dasberg, who had been the Chief Rabbi of the 
Netherlands, believed that Joseph should take the scroll following the completion of the 
ceremony, for the boy stood a better chance at surviving then he did.74 Joseph agreed to let 
Ramon take the scroll with him on his mission because he had promised Dasberg that he would 
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share the scroll’s story with the world. During the mission, Ramon shared the scroll’s story with 
the world during a teleconference. He explained that it represented “more than anything the 
ability of the Jewish people to survive. From horrible periods, black days, to reach periods of 
hope and belief in the future.”75 
 Ilan Ramon did not just want to focus on the triumph of the Jewish people over the 
adversities of their past; he also wanted to celebrate Judaism as a whole. He understood that 
being the first Israeli astronaut was not just important to Israel, but also to Jews across the world. 
Now, he was by no means the first Jewish astronaut. Other Jewish astronauts, such as Judith 
Resnick, who perished on the Challenger, and David Wolf had already participated in the shuttle 
program.76 However, no one had ever requested to have kosher food before Ramon. Ramon 
himself was a secular Jew who previously had not kept kosher, but he recognized the symbolism 
it held for many Jews across the world. Whether for the sake of tradition or because it is 
commanded in the Torah, Jews have kept kosher for centuries and the custom has become a 
distinguishing part of Jewish customs. While they may not necessarily be able to describe the 
specifics of kosher, many non-Jews in North America and Europe recognize that Jews have 
certain dietary restrictions. With this understanding in mind, Ramon elected to have kosher 
meals while on board Columbia, a request that NASA was able to accommodate using the same 
food producer that the United States military had been using to provide kosher meals to its 
observant Jewish troops.77 Religious Jews were excited by Ramon’s decision, stating “This is 
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one small step for Col. Ramon, but a large step for Jews worldwide.”78 Indeed, Ramon was 
shaping up to be quite the role model for Israeli and Diaspora Jews alike.  
Ramon’s efforts to be a symbol of what the Jewish people had overcome were not the 
only reasons why his participation in the shuttle mission was considered to be such a joyous 
occasion in Israel. It is also important to take into consideration the events of that Israel had been 
enduring over the past decade leading up to Ramon’s selection in order to understand part of the 
reasoning behind the excitement. As previously mentioned, Israel has essentially been in a state 
of war or close to it since 1948, but some episodes in its history have proven to be more 
emotionally disastrous for the country than others. In 1987, following twenty years of Israeli 
occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, the First Intifada, began during which stones and 
Molotov cocktails were used against Israeli troops, and it led to an increased military presence in 
those areas.79 ,80 Not all Palestinians participated in the violence, but thousands did partake in 
demonstrations of civil disobedience such as striking from their jobs in Israel and refusing to pay 
taxes to the Israeli government.81 The economies of both Israel and the Palestinian Territories 
suffered during this period. The Intifada lowered Israel’s morale as it marked the finalization of 
the transition from its conflicts being internationally based to their becoming based at home.  
In the mid-1990s things had seemed to be taking a turn for the better, though, when it 
came to the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict. Prime Minister Yitzchak Rabin had entered into peace 
negotiations with Yasser Arafat, the leader of the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO). 
The two signed the Oslo Accords in 1993 in which the framework for more Palestinian self-
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governance, and eventually the creation of a Palestinian state, was laid out.82 For many, it 
seemed that the conflict was finally coming to a close with the Oslo Accords, but the excitement 
would not last long. The Oslo Accords were celebrated on both sides of the conflict as a major 
step toward achieving peace, but there were also people on both sides who did not want to see 
any sort of compromise with the “enemy.” In November of 1995, Yitzhak Rabin was 
assassinated by a Jewish right-wing extremist named Yigal Amir at an event celebrating the 
peace process.83 Rabin’s assassination was as shocking to Israel as Kennedy’s had been to the 
United States thirty years prior. Ultimately the peace negotiations broke down as Hamas began a 
series of terrorists against Israel and the right-wing Likud Party was elected back into power the 
following May.84 Likud was not supportive of a two-state solution and did not want to give up 
the territories making it a less than ideal negotiating partner for peace.  
Such traumatic events had left Israelis in desperate need of something positive to look 
forward to, and Ramon’s selection to serve on a shuttle mission seemed to fit the bill perfectly. 
Space exploration is considered to be an exciting topic for many people, especially when it is 
new to a society. American astronauts have been going into space since the early 1960s, so in the 
United States, the program has not gathered as much excitement as it once did. For Americans, 
their fellow citizens going into space by the mid-1990s had just become an everyday part of life. 
An increasing number of them could not remember in a world in which man did not travel into 
space on a frequent basis, a far step from half a century earlier when the concept of space travel 
still seemed ridiculous to the average person. It is important to bear in mind though that when 
Americans did first start going into space in the early days with John Glenn and Neil Armstrong, 
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the American public could not get enough of their astronauts. They were regarded as American 
heroes in part because they were helping the United States win the Space Race against the Soviet 
Union. The Space Race served as a great political opportunity for both the United States and the 
Soviet Union, for they were able to distract their respective populations from other issues at 
home and abroad. They hoped that instead of paying attention to the problems their nations were 
facing, people would choose to focus on the triumphs in space.85 The same idea goes for Israel, 
the state was facing many issues, so Ramon’s participation at NASA could allow the Israeli 
government to distract the public from the political situation to a certain degree.  
In time American media coverage does not pick up speed on upcoming launches until 
they draw closer, but in Israel it was the opposite. Ramon’s journey to become an astronaut was 
diligently recorded by Israeli media outlets from the start. It was reminiscent of the early days of 
the Apollo program when Americans still could not get enough space news. Israelis wanted to 
know every detail they possibly could about Ramon’s preparation for the mission.  
The Israeli need for a positive distraction only grew after Ramon had moved to Houston 
in order to train for the shuttle program. In 2001 Israel was beginning to see the rise of another 
wave of violence from Palestinian terrorists in what would become known as the Second 
Intifada. The start of the year was marked by failed peace talks at the Tuba summit, followed 
shortly after by the election of Ariel Sharon as prime minister.86 Sharon was another right-wing 
politician who was not necessarily viewed as the ideal candidate for peace negotiations though 
he would eventually go on to prove this thought wrong. After Sharon’s election, Hamas, as well 
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as other terrorist groups, began a series of suicide bombings targeted at Israeli civilians in Israel 
and the settlements in Palestinian Territories.87 Many Palestinians were frustrated with the lack 
of progress made on the promises of the Oslo Accords and other agreements that were supposed 
to begin returning their land to their control. Instead there was an increase in the rise of Israeli 
settlements in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. The violence that erupted in 2001 was an 
escalation of this growing tension, though many Palestinians did not partake in the extreme 
actions characteristic of the Second Intifada.  
The suicide bombings continued throughout 2002, prompting Israel to commence 
construction of its security wall along the borders of the Palestinian Territories in an attempt to 
prevent more attacks though its construction would not be completed for a while.88 During this 
time Hamas was growing in power as other factions of terrorist groups were merging with it into 
one unified actor.89 The different actors in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict as a whole have very 
distinct goals and purposes. Total unity does not typically last long on either side, but the 
Palestinian terrorist groups have especially been marked by conflict and instability amongst 
themselves. The conflict was growing more frightening for Israelis day-by-day. Between the first 
and second years of the new Intifada, Israeli casualties rose from 41 to 191, an increase of 366 
percent.90 Perhaps considered to be one of the most horrific terrorist attacks that Israel ever 
experienced occurred in March during the Jewish holiday of Passover. A suicide bomber 
detonated his explosive in a hotel lobby in Netanya, where a Seder dinner was taking place.91 In 
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total 30 people were killed and 140 others were wounded.92 A conflict may have been raging on 
in the country, but the hotel guests had no reason to expect that such a horror awaited them at 
such a joyous occasion. The Israel Defense Force increased its military intervention in response 
to these rising death tolls, but this did not deter Hamas and its partners. By the end of 2002, 
hundreds of Israelis and Palestinians had died as a result of the Second Intifada, and no end 
seemed to be in sight.  
The current conflict only added to the need of Israelis to have something go right for their 
country. Ramon’s achievements during his training were viewed as being the achievements of all 
Israel. People knew that space travel could be dangerous. In February 1986, the space shuttle 
Challenger exploded within minutes of being launched with thousands of Americans watching 
because of the inclusion of the schoolteacher Christa McAuliffe on the mission.93 The Challenger 
disaster shut down the shuttle program for two years as NASA worked to make sure the event 
was fully understood and to know what to do in order to prevent a similar catastrophe in the 
future. By the time of Israel’s announcement of Ramon’s selection for the shuttle program, it had 
been operating for almost a decade without any disasters, causing a false sense of security in 
both the Israeli and American public. Challenger for many Israelis and Americans likely had 
come to be seen as a fluke, and thus there was nothing to worry about when it came to 
Columbia’s upcoming mission. For the Israelis, Columbia was far from the chaos playing out in 
their borders; it seemed even farther removed from the chaos in their backyards. Even if there 
was no violence in Israel at the time of Columbia’s launch or in the immediately preceding years, 
no one in the general public would want to discuss the possibility that the crew of Columbia 
could be met with death since it would be considered such a horrific topic.  
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On January 16, 2003, the space shuttle Columbia with its seven-member crew on board 
was launched from Cape Canaveral in Florida with their families and the world watching. On 
Channel 2 in Israel that night, the news anchor began with the words “Finally we can begin with 
some good news,” referencing how the Israeli consciousness was at times being consumed by the 
violence of the ongoing Intifada.94 Another Channel 2 reporter, who was actually present at the 
launch, exclaimed as Columbia made its way upward, "One of the sons of the state of Israel will 
gaze at us from space."95 It was not just Channel 2, but all of Israel buzzing with talk about the 
launch. Ramon’s official NASA portrait covered the front pages of various newspapers and 
tabloids throughout the country, and the Army Radio even spent the entire day discussing the 
launch on its broadcasts.96 For the first time in two years, many Israelis found themselves proud 
of something. They could not wait to hear more about Ramon’s adventures on Columbia, even if 
not everyone necessarily cared about the gritty details of the experiments he would be 
conducting. To them, all that mattered was that there was someone up there in orbit around the 
Earth making Israel proud.  
In the United States at NASA though disaster was looming behind the scenes. NASA 
engineers and scientists had realized that during the launch a piece of the foam installation had 
broken off, striking Columbia’s left wing.97 During the course of the sixteen-day mission, NASA 
personnel worked around the clock to figure out to what extent the shuttle had been damaged and 
what they could do to prevent any further events. For many of the individuals working on the 
mission, the Challenger disaster had not fallen to the back of their minds as it had for the rest of 
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the world. For starters, whenever any sort of vehicle be it a rocket, airplane, or car is in motion 
there is always the chance that an accident will occur, but in the case of the space shuttles more 
was going on than just the daily risks of every day life. Following Challenger, NASA had 
promised to devote itself to improving its safety regulations, however, its improvements were 
more limited to only being on paper.98 An investigation after Columbia found that there were 
issues with communication such as delays in correspondences between departments on critical 
concerns regarding the space shuttle flights, endangering the crews on board.99 Indeed while 
many workers at NASA felt there was something wrong with Columbia to some degree or 
another, but the proper communication between parties did not always take place.100 Ilan Ramon 
and his fellow astronauts remained unaware of the concern down in Houston during the course of 
their mission. Ultimately, NASA decided to proceed with the scheduled return flight to Houston 
on February 1, 2003. Reentry started off well, but as the flight progressed it became clear that 
something was wrong with the orbiter, especially once communications broke off with the 
shuttle crew. Sixteen minutes before the Space Shuttle Columbia was due to land, it exploded 
over the skies of Texas, taking the lives of all seven crew members, including the man who 
brought hope to a nation in peril.101  
Chapter III: The Immediate Aftermath  
“In an age when space flight has come to seem almost routine, it is easy to overlook 
the dangers of travel by rocket, and the difficulties of navigating the fierce outer 
atmosphere of the Earth. These astronauts knew the dangers, and they faced them willingly, 
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knowing they had a high and noble purpose in life. Because of their courage and daring 
and idealism, we will miss them all the more.”102 
 These were the words of President George W. Bush as he addressed the American public 
just hours after the Columbia exploded. The mourning process began almost immediately in the 
United States and Israel as citizens of the respective nations began processing what had just 
transpired. In the Israeli government’s first statement on the Columbia disaster, the government’s 
spokesman described how Prime Minister Ariel Sharon had received a phone call from President 
George W. Bush during the two leaders exchanged condolences for their respective nations and 
the families of the fallen astronauts.103 The following morning the Cabinet meeting for the 
government began with a memorial service for Ilan Ramon with several Knesset leaders 
expressing their grief.104 The American ambassador to Israel, Daniel Kurtzer was also in 
attendance.105 Prime Minister Sharon spoke of how Ramon was “a man of principle who had a 
great love for Israel and the Jewish people”106. As with the United States, the day was considered 
to be a national day of mourning in the State of Israel with memorial services and assemblies 
being held for the fallen astronaut throughout his country.107 Of course, this was just the 
beginning of the grieving process for Israel as it would be a while before the country could 
receive closure. NASA was just in the process of investigating what caused the Columbia to 
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explode upon reentry though there were already some theories being discussed behind the 
scenes.108 No matter the cause of the accident, the emotional damage was already done.  
 In the days following Columbia’s explosion, Israeli and Jewish newspapers began 
publishing obituaries for Col. Ilan Ramon. Many of them describing how Ramon had become 
such an important symbol in Israel, especially given the country’s political situation in the early 
2000s. Before Columbia returned to Earth, one Israeli psychologist expressed this sentiment by 
stating that Israel had “known so many losses throughout [that] period” and that “Ramon [came] 
forward as a new hope” for their nation.109 Another noted that Israelis “identified with his family 
because [they] had learned so much about them in the [previous] four years” and that they had 
“developed an intimacy with [Ramon] and his family”.110 There was also a discussion on how 
the Ramon was in their opinion was a representation of the positive characteristics of Israel and 
that his death “served to drege up a lot of the other trauma Israelis [had] gone through in the 
[previous] few years”.111 Indeed even Israel’s mental health professionals recognized the 
significance he held for national morale and how he did serve as a way to mentally escape from 
the ongoing conflicts that Israel was facing at the time. The nation was operating on the belief 
that Ramon would soon be returning to Earth where he would share stories of his time in space 
with the Israeli public, perhaps one day he would have even participated on another shuttle 
mission. One Israeli teenager was quoted saying “Maybe we are cursed. We can’t catch a break. 
Even the easy things are hard.”112 Such a statement shows that Israelis were hoping for a win 
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when it came to the Columbia mission. There was so much going wrong at the time that many of 
them wanted at least one thing to go right for once. Given that the shuttle program had gone 
seventeen years without a fatal incident, the possibility of the Columbia crew not surviving their 
reentry was not on the minds of the general population in the United States and Israel, so as the 
teenager said this seemed to be an easy thing.  
 On February 5, 2003, NASA informed the Israeli government that Ilan Ramon’s remains 
had been found and positively identified; they were flown back to Israel in the following days.113 
Upon the return of his remains to Israel, a funeral was held close to Ben-Gurion Airport for Col. 
Ilan Ramon during which he received full military honors because of his exceptional service to 
his country throughout his career.114 During the funeral, both Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and 
President Moshe Katsav offered remarks about Israel’s fallen astronaut explaining how 
important of a symbol he was for Israel. The president described Ramon as “One man, [who] 
was able in his last days, in his short life, with his strength of character to capture for a brief 
moment, before his death, the whole of the Jewish nation.”115 Ramon’s mission did become a 
unifying symbol in Israel, for like most countries Israel does possess many social and political 
divides that do at times tear people apart. The Second Intifada had heightened some of those 
divides as people were debating what was the best course of action to take. Throughout the 
course of the mission, the country was able to rally behind a single cause that transcended 
political affiliations and feel a sense of unity. This can be interrupted as one of the reasons 
Ramon was also a symbol of hope, for when a people stand united it makes them feel as though 
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they can overcome any obstacle facing them. However, it can also be interpreted that the extent 
of Ramon’s unifying ability was exaggerated by the press and political leaders in order to distract 
the public from the ongoing tension. This would serve to draw away attention from the 
leadership’s failures in the crisis.  
Katsav shared that during Ramon’s flight in space he wrote to him, telling him that upon 
a recent flyover of Israel he was able to see Jerusalem clearly and therefore recited the Shema.116 
The Shema is considered to be one of the most significant prayers in Judaism because it affirms 
that there is only one God and is recited multiple times a day by Jews who partake in the daily 
prayers. Its words are “Hear O Israel, the Lord is our God, the Lord is one.”117 Even though Ilan 
Ramon was Jewish, no one really expected him to take the time to recite the Shema while on his 
shuttle mission. He made the choice to do so because he recognized how important it was to the 
nation that he was representing. In his speech at the state memorial service for Ramon, Prime 
Minister Sharon discussed the multiple Jewish items that Ramon had taken on board the shuttle 
with him, which included the previously mentioned Torah scroll and “Moon Landscape” 
drawing as well as a Kiddush cup, an IAF badge, and an Israeli flag.118 These items “constituted 
a source of pride and united [Jewish] hearts in [those] trying times” according to Sharon.119 Such 
sentiments show that Ramon’s efforts to be a representative for Israel and the Jews in the 
Diaspora were not in vain. They were truly appreciated and meaningful to Jews across the globe 
enough so that even the head of the State of Israel felt the need to speak in depth about their 
significance.  
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While preparing for his mission to space Ilan Ramon and others had been taking steps to 
commemorate the event in Israel upon his return. In Hebrew, the name “Ilan” means tree, so 
Ramon felt a project incorporating trees would be quite fitting. Shortly before Columbia’s 
launch, he stated that he “would like to see at least 13 or 14 million new trees planted in Israel 
exactly one year from [then], on the anniversary of the launching."120 The Jewish National Fund 
(JNF), an organization that with along other aspirations, aims to plant as many trees as possible 
in Israel, took on this responsibility in order to make Ramon’s dream a reality after his death.121 
To commemorate the one year anniversary of the Columbia explosion in 2004, the JNF ran a 
fundraiser in which people could plant a tree in honor of Ilan Ramon during the holiday of Tu 
B’Shevat.122 Tu B’Shevat, the New Year for trees in Judaism, happened to fall a week after the 
one year anniversary in 2004.123 The JNF is not just an organization that solely operates in Israel, 
it is one that has ties across the world. As a result, Jews in both Israel and the Diaspora were able 
to participate in this event. Many American congregations and Jewish day schools actually took 
part in it, showing how Ramon meant a lot of the greater global Jewish community as well as 
Israel.124 Another way in which a celebration of Ramon’s time in space turned into a way to 
commemorate his death came from the Israel Government Coins and Medal Corporation. 
Preceding the launch, the corporation was going to release a coin dedicated to Ilan Ramon once 
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he returned, but it became a remembrance coin instead.125 It is just another example of how 
Israel’s joy turned into sorrow.  
In the weeks following the Columbia disaster, hundreds of volunteers searched the 
ground of Texas and surrounding states in search of debris from the shuttle. NASA, first of all, 
needed crucial components of the space shuttle in order to fully understand what had happened 
upon reentry, but there also was a sentimental element to it in that they were gathering up the 
final belongings of the fallen astronauts. Only so much could survive the explosion of the orbiter, 
only about forty percent of the vehicle was ever located, so what was found typically had 
suffered severe damage.126 Some of the volunteers actually managed to uncover 38 sheets of Ilan 
Ramon’s journal near the town of Palestine, Texas.127 ,128 Much of the writing had been damaged 
since it had been exposed to such extreme elements when falling to Earth.129 While to some it 
may have seemed that there was no hope of ever getting to read Ramon’s thoughts from his final 
days, Israel became determined to make it so. A team consisting of experts such as paper 
conservation specialists was assembled by the Israel Museum in order to reconstruct the entries 
of Ilan Ramon’s journal.130 The team worked every day over the course of eight months using 
techniques such as infrared light and image enhancement technology that had previously been 
used on the Dead Sea Scrolls.131 ,132 The pages the team was handling had to be divided into four 
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different groups since they had not all suffered from the same type of damage, and therefore how 
to be analyzed using different methods for each.133  
In the end, they were able to accomplish their goal and bring Ramon’s last thoughts to his 
family and country.134 Not only would this provide some form of comfort for his grieving family 
who had requested the task be taken on, but it would also allow Israel as a whole to receive more 
closure following the disaster. The restoration of Ramon’s journal pages can be seen as a way to 
honor his memory since even if much of his personal feelings about his time in space will never 
be known, he was at least given the opportunity to share some of his feelings. This is similar to 
how in the age of social media, which had not quite started at the time of Columbia, Facebook 
pages or other platforms can serve as a way for people to cope with loss.135 Facebook, in 
particular, allows for the accounts of deceased users to be memorialized which serves as a way 
for their loved ones to cope with their death by looking back at their old posts.136 Journals are 
similar to social media accounts in that they preserve an individual’s thoughts even after they are 
gone. Some of the other pages in the journal contained technical notes regarding the experiments 
Ramon was going to be conducting, some contained Jewish prayers that he planned on reciting 
during Shabbat, and others were his personal thoughts from his time in orbit.137 Additionally, 
Ramon’s journal was significant because it was the only journal belong to a member of the crew 
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that was uncovered from the wreckage.138 This meant that some of its pages were a sort of inside 
look into what life was like for the crew during the course of their training the subsequent 
mission.   
Ilan Ramon’s trip on the space shuttle Columbia was characterized by his desire to 
represent Israel and the Jews in the Diaspora. As a result, he brought several items with him on 
board to make this possible such as the Torah scroll belonging to physicist Joachim Joseph. 
There have never been any reports though that the scroll had survived the accident.139 However, 
a short while after the Columbia disaster Rona Ramon learned that the Torah scroll that her 
husband had taken abroad the shuttle had a sister scroll belonging to a man named Henry 
Fenichel who had also survived the Bergen-Belsen camp and then went on to become a physics 
professor.140 Fenichel agreed in part because “ if for no other reason than it helps Rona Ramon 
bring a certain chapter in her life to some closure.”141 After receiving Fenichel’s permission, 
Rona asked her late husband’s friend, Canadian astronaut Steve MacLean if he would be willing 
to carry the scroll with him during his next shuttle mission.142 For Rona Ramon and Steve 
MacLean, such an act was important to honoring Ilan’s memory. From the moment he had seen 
the Torah scroll sitting in his colleague’s apartment and heard its story, Ramon had strongly felt 
that the scroll’s symbolism of how far the Jewish people had come following the Holocaust 
would be elevated if it traveled with him into orbit. MacLean stated that one of the reasons he 
took the sister scroll into orbit with him without hesitation was because Ilan had spoken often 
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about how important it was to bring the scroll with him.143 In the case of MacLean, bringing the 
scroll on board with him was not so much simply a gesture for Israel and the Jewish people, but 
one to honor a fallen friend.  
It did take a while for the Torah scroll to reach the stars, for the space shuttle program 
took a three-year hiatus as the Columbia disaster was fully investigated. Given that it was the 
second fatal accident a space shuttle had experienced in less than twenty years, investigators 
wanted to determine if the remaining shuttles were safe to operate. Finally, in 2006, the shuttle 
was cleared for launch and MacLean took the scroll on board his flight on the space shuttle 
Atlantis.144 Two and a half months after MacLean’s shuttle trip, he returned the Torah scroll to 
Fenichel at a special ceremony at the Hebrew Union College.145 Upon receiving his Torah back, 
Fenichel described what he felt were the reasons for the two scrolls’ significance and the other 
reason why he agreed to Rona Ramon’s request. He explained that the reason why the rabbi had 
given his Torah away in the concentration was so that even though he was unlikely to survive, 
the scroll’s story would live on.146 According to Fenichel, regardless of one’s level of religious 
observance, “the Torah sort of represents the survival of the Jewish people, the ability to rise 
from the depths of despair in the Holocaust and reach for the stars”.147 Such a statement is a total 
embodiment of what the Torah scroll represented to Ramon and why he felt so strongly that he 
had to make the journey with him. One must bear in mind that to a Jew who was in a 
concentration camp during the Holocaust, the future for their people may have seemed so bleak 
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at that moment that the notion that one of them would journey beyond Earth would sound 
inconceivable.  
Chapter IV: The Death of a Son 
 As time went on the emotional wound that Ramon’s horrific death had left Israel began to 
heal. However, in September 2009, Israel was once again reminded of Ramon’s death when his 
eldest son, Asaf, was killed in a plane crash. The 21-year-old died as the result of the F-16 jet he 
was piloting at the time, crashing over South Mount Hebron on September 13, 2009.148 
Following the Columbia disaster, Asaf Ramon had publicly expressed a desire to follow in his 
father’s footsteps in order to feel closer to him; hoping to actually become an astronaut himself 
one day.149 According to Tal Ramon, his older brother had been considering a career as a pilot 
since he was in the first grade.150 The young man though while following his father’s path, did 
wish to form an identity for himself outside of just being Ilan Ramon’s son.151 Indeed the 
younger Ramon’s career was taking a similar trajectory to his father’s. Upon his graduation from 
high school, he had entered to the Israeli Air Force and performed quite well in its pilot’s 
training course.152 He had received his pilot’s wings from then-President Shimon Peres earlier in 
2009 as well as having been a recipient of a presidential honor.153 At the time of his death, he 
had earned the rank of captain.  
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 Captain Ramon had joined his squadron during the summer in order to participate in 
advanced training courses.154 He was killed during a training exercise and not in a combat 
situation, which for some made his death undoubtedly more tragic.155 A death during a training 
exercise makes one question more what could have been to prevent the tragedy more so than had 
the death occurred in a battle. While IAF training exercises are by no means supposed to be a 
walk in the park, they are not supposed to end in a trainee being killed. Following an 
investigation, it was eventually determined that Asaf had blacked out during his flight, a finding 
which prompted Israel to make some changes to its training courses.156 In the days after the 
crash, the IAF’s General Yochanan Locker stated that “It is a difficult day for the Air Force 
[when there is] an accident like this, in which people are killed.”, a clear expression of the tragic 
sentiment felt throughout Israel in the wake of Asaf’s death.157 IAF helicopters uncovered Asaf’s 
body not long after the crash.158 Within hours news of the crash spread across Israel and the rest 
of the world. Ramon’s family in particular was informed of the tragedy by the IAF’s Commander 
Major-General Ido Nehushtan who told reporters how he had embraced Rona Ramon and her 
other children as the family had suffered a second major loss in six years.159 Israel is a country 
where the death of any soldier is strongly felt throughout the society, and the death of Asaf 
Ramon was no exception. However, due to the country’s emotional investment in his father’s 
legacy, Asaf’s death had a different kind of impact on Israel. Prime Minister Benjamin 
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Netanyahu described the death as being almost the equivalent of “a biblical tragedy” and noted 
how the father and son died in similar circumstances.160  
Netanyahu’s choice of comparing Asaf’s death to “a biblical tragedy” is an interesting 
one. If he had just referred to the accident as a tragedy, it would not have been that unusual since 
“tragedy” can be a common word to describe an untimely death of any nature. It is the addition 
of the adjective “biblical” that makes the statement peculiar. The wording first provokes images 
of actual biblical tragedies such as the destruction of the First Temple or Noah’s flood, and in the 
modern sense, it is often used to describe major disasters such as category five hurricanes or 
tsunamis. It is typically not associated with the death of a single individual. Netanyahu choice of 
describing the accident as a “biblical tragedy” is likely to play up its significance in Israel.  
 Many Israeli funerals for fallen soldiers garner guests outside of the deceased’s loved 
ones as people come from around the nation to show their support. When Asaf Ramon was laid 
to rest two days after his jet crashed many high-ranking Israelis leaders attended his funeral 
including PM Benjamin Netanyahu, President Shimon Peres, and Defense Minister Ehud Barak 
were among those in attendance.161 Netanyahu requested to postpone an important meeting with 
US special envoy George Mitchell that had been scheduled for the same day as the funeral.162 
Such a decision does show the significance of Asaf Ramon in Israeli society, for the Prime 
Minister went to great lengths to make sure that he attended his funeral. In the cases of other 
fallen soldiers, the current prime minister at that time will often offer words of condolences to 
the victim’s family but rarely do they attend the funeral. It likely that the political figures such as 
Netanyahu and Peres who were attendance saw the funeral as a way to gain favor with the Israeli 
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public. Various commentators have discussed how Israel had grown close to the Ramons, so the 
country’s leaders likely assessed that making an appearance at Asaf’s funeral would show that 
they too were deeply impacted and gain them more respect among the public.  
 Asaf’s recognition to Israelis had even been displayed earlier that year when crowds 
gathered to watch him receive his wings from President Peres. In a 2016 interview, his younger 
brother Tal recalled how he helped his brother escape the swarms of press members who were 
there covering the event.163 He also recollected how Peres made note to his mother that the 
Ramon family’s special moment was being shared by all of Israel because their “hearts beat with 
love and excitement”.164 The Ramons had become a family in which their country to some 
degree or another, was going to share in their private moments because of the connection they 
felt towards them. The Ramon family was just not any Israeli family, but it was the family of a 
man who had given hope to a nation at a time when it was in desperate need of it. It was because 
of this situation, that their family was well-known even outside of Israel.  
Netanyahu’s interactions with foreign officials in the days between the crash and funeral 
show how Asaf’s role in Israel was understood by those outside the Jewish state. Upon making 
his request to postpone the meeting with Envoy Mitchell, the American official offered his 
sympathy for the Ramon family.165 While visiting Egypt the day before the funeral, Netanyahu 
shared the news of Asaf’s death with then-President Hosni Mubarak, Mubarak too offered his 
condolences to the Ramon family as well as the Israeli people.166 President Shimon Peres gave a 
eulogy at the funeral in which he recalled presenting Asaf with his wings only a few months 
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earlier and how he recited to himself a prayer of “Lay not thy hand upon the lad” as he did so.167 
One must hold a special place in the heart of a society in order to warrant receiving a eulogy 
from its president upon their death. Asaf Ramon was laid to rest beside his father, Ilan Ramon’s 
grave at the Nahalal Moshav’s cemetery.168 During his funeral, his mother Rona, also eulogized 
him as she described how roles were supposed to be reversed with a child burying their parent, 
not the other way around.169 She continued on telling her son “My Asaf, take care of Dad. I 
know Dad will take care of you, and hug you now”, a statement representing the pain that the 
family had endured in such a small amount of time.170 Due to Ilan Ramon’s symbolism in Israel, 
the Ramon family had come to hold a special place in the country’s heart, it understood the pain 
that the family was going through and all that they had sacrificed for the advancement of their 
nation. Asaf’s untimely death had served as a reminder to Israel, the loss that it had suffered six 
years prior.  
Chapter V: Ramon’s Ongoing Legacy on the National and Family Levels 
In the years since Ilan Ramon’s death on the space shuttle Columbia and his son’s death 
in an F-16 crash, Israel has become determined to promote the Ramon legacy. Each year since 
2005, the ISA has hosted the Ilan Ramon International Space Conference with the goal of 
opening global dialogues on topics related to space exploration.171As of the present day, there 
has yet to be another Israeli astronaut, but many Israelis believe that by sharing Ilan Ramon’s 
story with the younger generation they will likely change this. One of the main roles of the Israel 
Space Agency in recent years has been to work to advocate for the study of science, technology, 
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engineering, and mathematics (STEM) by Israelis.172 One of the ways in which the ISA has gone 
about this task is by using Ramon’s legacy; another aim for the agency is to preserve Ramon’s 
memory.173 The ISA in cooperation with other organizations holds events such as the Young 
Science Olympics each year in memory of Ramon and fellow Columbia crew members in order 
to help achieve this goal.174 These kinds of events get children excited about science, a task that 
is not always easily accomplishable. It also gives them the chance to deepen their scientific 
curiosity and knowledge from an early age, which will prompt many of them to choose a career 
in a STEM field later down the road. 
The ISA often teams up with organizations such as the Ramon Foundation to help put on 
these events. The Ramon Foundation was founded with the goal of encouraging young Israelis to 
pursue careers in STEM fields, an aspiration that was dear to Ilan and Asaf Ramon.175 Given 
Ramon’s career choice, the Foundation does have a lot of projects related to space exploration 
such as the Ramon Space Lab, which allows participating students to design experiments that 
will be proposed to be conducted on the International Space Station.176 Many STEM advocacy 
programs hold competitions for experiment designs, but very few offer the possibility that one’s 
experiment will be carried out in space. Such a prospect can be quite thrilling for young students 
and regardless of their success, it has the potential to get them permanently interested in the 
STEM fields in the pursuit of learning more. While the Ramon Foundation does have programs 
focused on space, it also strives to promote the study of other scientific fields as well as the 
development of leadership skills. Each year the Foundation partners with the various ministries 
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in the government for the Ramon Award for exceptional twelfth graders in order to work with 
them over the school year in order to further improve their leadership potential and make them 
more aware of the issues facing their society.177 It is important to bear in mind that Ilan and Asaf 
Ramon were both strong Israeli leaders and therefore a big part of honoring their legacy for 
many people is to also encourage the next generation to mature into outstanding leaders.  
Returning to the Israel Space Agency, it does not just focus on promoting STEM 
education, but is also very involved in research, often through collaboration with other world 
space agencies. First of all, the ISA has maintained a close relationship with NASA. In 2010, the 
two agencies signed an agreement to continue to work together in order to research a variety of 
scientific fields in hopes of improving on their exchange of ideas.178 Over the years NASA has 
incorporated Israeli technology into its projects such as is the case with the Curiosity rover on 
Mars, which utilizes an Israeli cooling system.179 The ISA and NASA have made no indication 
though of sending another Israeli astronaut into space anytime soon. On the American side of 
this partnership, this is likely because sending another Israeli to orbit is low on the priorities list. 
The space shuttle program came to a close in 2011 and while there had been plans for a 
replacement program, budget cuts forced NASA to archive the plan for the time being.180 As of 
2018, NASA is still relying on Russia in order to send American astronauts into space as the 
government is focused on space exploration becoming more commercialized.181  
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The current state of American-run manned missions to space makes it unlikely that the 
American government will be looking to strengthen its relationship with any of its allies by 
sending one of their citizens into space. Even if it will be quite some time before an Israeli flies 
on another American space vessel again, the relationship between the two countries in regards to 
space still surpasses just scientific curiosity. Yad Vashem recently gave a copy of “Moon 
Landscape”, the drawing that Ramon had taken a replica of with him on board Columbia, to 
American astronaut Andrew “Drew” Feustel.182 Feustel, who met Ramon during his NASA 
training, will be taking the drawing with him on an upcoming mission to the International Space 
Station in 2018.183 Taking the “Moon Landscape” into orbit with him had been highly important 
to Ilan Ramon prior to his Columbia mission, for he wanted to take something that had survived 
through the Holocaust. The decision to send another replica of it into space again will be a way 
to honor Ilan Ramon on the fifteenth anniversary of his death. It is a similar gesture to that of 
Steve MacLean taking the sister Torah scroll on his 2006 shuttle mission. The action additionally 
shows how Israel and the United States have not forgotten about Ramon, and are still working 
together to preserve the memory of him and his fallen crewmates. 
The ISA also has projects in operation with other space agencies on various projects. For 
example, the Venus Project is conducted in cooperation with the France Space Agency; the 
project consists of micro-satellites that have super-spectral sensing in order to monitor the 
Earth’s environmental changes.184 Israel is also working with the Italian Space Agency since 
2009 on another project aimed at environmental monitoring. The SHALOM mission utilizes 
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hyperspectral sensing for the sake of being able to identify chemical substances and 
containments on the Earth’s surface.185 Israel’s cooperation with France and Italy on satellite 
projects shows that the country is striving to become a major international figure when it comes 
to space exploration. Its ability to build and launch satellites into orbit also shows that the 
country has the potential to become a bigger player in the field, for many of the world’s nations 
have yet to launch their own satellites into space. Being able to launch satellites does not 
necessarily guarantee that a country will be successful in space exploration, but it does put it the 
right path to do so since the country will not have to depend so much on others in order to get to 
space. Due to the ongoing political situation in Israel though it does not have resources to devote 
as much to research on space exploration as it would like. Most of the satellite research that the 
state has been working on has been for the main purpose of strengthening Israel’s military 
capabilities.  
The State of Israel has continued to keep tabs on the Ramon family’s well-being as time 
has gone by. Rona Ramon in particular is considered to be such a prominent figure in Israel that 
she was asked to participate in the government’s celebrations for Israeli Independence Day in 
2016.186 In recent years, she has become a big activist for STEM education and leadership as 
well as for the media giving families their personal space following the deaths of Ilan and Asaf. 
She currently serves on the board of directors for the Ramon Foundation, which she founded in 
order to help promote her late husband and son’s aspirations for Israeli society.187 ,188 Shortly 
after Asaf’s death, she learned that he had greatly appreciated how her and her husband had 
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always encouraged their children to work hard and follow their dreams.189 This is was the big 
reason why she decided to start the Ramon Foundation so that she could bring those values to 
children throughout Israel regardless of their ethnic or religious background. Rona Ramon has 
also been a major figure behind the previously mentioned Ilan Ramon International Space 
Conference. Every year the conference features several guests from NASA, for Rona Ramon has 
maintained a close relationship with many of its members even those from countries that are not 
on great terms with Israel.190 Her family also receives tremendous support from their friends in 
the IAF who knew Ilan and/or Asaf. Given that the family has shown great commitment and 
sacrifice for the air force, they have gain the institution’s respect and support.  
Tal Ramon, the Ramons’ second born son, explained that at least part of the reason why 
his mother chose to become an activist after his brother perished was because she was angry with 
how the press ignored their privacy during such an emotional period in their lives.191 He recalled 
that his mother was first aware that something had gone wrong because the press converging on 
their house following the crash.192 This is such a horrific way for one to learn about the loss of a 
loved one and does show that the family’s position in society came with an unwanted emotional 
cost. It is a downside of Ilan Ramon’s legacy in Israel, for his family has just tried to return to a 
normal life. Rona Ramon herself, has said that after the Columbia disaster she found herself 
thrown into the role of being Israel’s representative at events honoring the shuttle and during the 
course, she felt that she “was losing [her] privacy” at a time when she needed it most.193 As a 
result of her husband’s death, Rona was turned into a symbol for her country to stand in place for 
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the role that Ilan himself would have played. She did do her best to stay out of the public’s eye 
for some years, but she was once again thrown back into the spotlight after Asaf’s crash.194 
Along with advocacy for leadership and space education, Rona Ramon has also been working 
with families coping with loss. After the death of her son, she earned a master’s degree in 
holistic health from Lesley University in the United States so that she would be able to 
effectively counsel people in similar situations to hers.195 According to Ramon, this experience 
has better allowed to understand her own grieving process.196  
Tal Ramon also had his own ways of coping with the loss of his father and brother at 
such a young age. He began to pour his heart out into music, a hobby that he initially had taken 
up as a young boy in the early days of his father’s NASA training.197 From early on in his 
musical ambitions, Tal felt the encouragement of his father. Before his voyage on Columbia, Ilan 
left his son a note telling him to “‘Keep on playing music, and know” that he would always listen 
to him.198 Despite his time-consuming commitments at NASA, Ramon strived to be there for his 
family. This could be interpreted as one of the reasons he is so admired by Israelis and others, his 
devotion to his family, a characteristic that people tend to value. Ramon’s deep love for his 
family that he openly expressed on many occasions is another reason why his death can feel 
exceptionally tragic to people. An individual dying in the circumstances in which Ramon did is 
tragic enough, but once they become increasingly humanized to someone such as by seeing that 
they were a family man, then it hurts more because one feels that they that can relate to them on 
a personal level.  
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 His son’s musical aspirations were likely very meaningful for the Israeli astronaut 
because music had a special place in his life. Ramon’s mother who had survived the Holocaust, 
worked as a piano teacher, and upon his graduation from his IAF training program, he used his 
first paycheck to buy a Steinway piano that had been in Germany during World War II.199 Much 
as how Ramon viewed his role as the first Israeli astronaut as a testament to Jewish survival, the 
piano represented to him his people’s ability to overcome anything. Tal now houses his father’s 
piano in his Tel Aviv apartment and the instrument in general serves as a crucial tool for his 
music.200 Tal is an up and coming musician in Israel, releasing his debut album in 2016 with 
many of his songs drawing their inspiration from the pain and loss he has gone through in his 
life. 201 When listening to his music, Israelis can feel a connection to the loss of Ilan and Asaf, 
but of course as is the case with most songs, they can also relate the music to their own 
individual experiences. To many Israelis aware of his heritage though, Tal’s music will likely 
primarily serve as a reminder of his father and brother’s tragic deaths.  
Conclusion 
Just as Colonel Ilan Ramon’s story did not begin with his birth his birth in 1954, it has 
surely not ended following his death abroad the space shuttle Columbia. The loss of Israel’s first 
astronaut, undoubtedly shook the country quite hard, for it came at a time when Israel felt it 
needed at one thing to go right. The country that was expecting to be celebrating the return of its 
cosmic hero on February 1, 2003, ended up instead finding itself in the mourning process. Israel 
returned to business as usual after the initial shock wore off, but in many ways that the country 
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had been changed by Ramon’s mission even if it had ended in tragedy. People throughout the 
country, regardless of whether they knew him personally or not, have made it part of their 
mission to promote Ilan Ramon’s legacy with the hope that one day another Israeli will take the 
steps to become an astronaut. Children across Israel say they dream of traveling to space, so with 
the right encouragement and opportunities provided by organizations such as the Ramon 
Foundation and the Israel Space Agency, they may in fact achieve this dream.  
It is for reasons like this that Ilan Ramon’s legacy has continued on and will do so for 
years to come because even fifteen years after his death, he is still an influential role model for 
his country’s citizens. In the future, Israeli and Jewish astronauts will likely cite Ilan Ramon as a 
source of inspiration for their aspirations. Before Ramon’s journey to space, the idea of an Israeli 
astronaut was considered to be a joke in the country. He proved that not only could an Israeli 
become an astronaut, but they could excel at it. Ilan Ramon was very much the embodiment of 
what the early Zionist settlers hoped their descendants would become. They hoped that the future 
residents of the land would grew to be innovative individuals who did not fear a challenge. They 
wanted the future Jews of their land would to become examples of these characteristics that the 
rest of the world would look up to and admire. Indeed, Ilan Ramon’s story has been one that has 
inspired people from all corners of the world. As long as people in Israel and elsewhere work to 
keep his story alive, he will continue to inspire new astronauts for generations to come.  
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